
S A I N T   A Y M E S

SIGNATURE FOOD GALLERY
 

Pictured is @meghabajaj. Find more on Instagram @saintaymes



A B O U T 

Saint Aymes is founded and exclusively designed by two sisters, 
Michela and Lois Wilson.  The two find beauty, and its ability to 
lift the human spirit fascinating. Whether a work of  art, a delicate 
flower or the ceiling of  a chapel, beauty has the ability to inspire, 

encourage and enrich our lives.  

The sisters began with confectionary, with stunning pyramid 
chocolates which were dedicated to artistic greats. With in 1 year, 
Saint Aymes luxury confections were stocked in Selfridges, Harvey 
Nichols and Fenwick, their success documented ITV’s Give It A 
Year with Baroness Karren Brady. Following this, they turned their 
eye to hospitality, spotting a gap in the market for  a unique and 
beautiful coffee experience, worth sharing. 1 year later, Saint Aymes 
London is now regarded as one of  The Prettiest Cafes in Europe 
with pop ups in Japan and a second location in House of  Fraser on 

Londons iconic Oxford Street.

From coffee to confectionary and interior design to hospitality,  as 
sole designers of  each project, the sisters strive to sprinkle the

 uplifting magic of  beauty into everyday experiences. 
We hope that you will be inspired & uplifted.



UNICORN LATTE
Pictured is the 24ct Gold Unicorn Latte, A flavoured latte available in pink, blue or lilac.

9,95



MARIE ANTOINETTE

Pink white hot chooclate topped with oreo and 24ct gold
9,95



ROSE TEAPUCCINO
Our famous lady rose tea meets the classic cappuccino to create a truly captivating brew. 

Pink in colour and crowned with 24ct gold.
9,95



ICE COLD FRAPPES

Chocolate |  Caramel | Vanilla |  Chai |  Matcha  
7,95

 Add espresso if  desired + 2,25   |  Add cotton candy + 4,00



24CT UNICORN MILKSHAKE

Vanilla white chocolate frappe topped with pink candyfloss, whipped cream, sprin-
kles, marshmaallow, and lavished with 24ct gold

16,95



MARIE ANTOINETTE MILKSHAKE 

Pink white chocolate milkshake made from single origin Jersey milk and vanilla ice 
cream, blended with rich Ghanaian 34.1% white chocolate, . Crowned in 24ct gold

16,95  -  Add Cotton Candy 4,00



24c t  UNICORN WAFFLES
Stack of  2, large freshly made waffles topped with berries, soft serve ice cream and pink white 

chocolate sauce, 24ct gold and sprinkles.
(To Share) 16.99



UNICORN CLOUDS
Ice cream sits on a cotton candy cloud and is topped with sprinkles, 24ct gold and 

pop corn. Served in a glass to eat in
13,95



EXPRESS AFTERNOON TEA

As seen in Saint Aymes Japan, Scone, clotted cream & jam with rose teapuccino
13.00



AFTERNOON TEA 
AT CONNAUGHT STREET

for reservations email connaughtstreet@saintaymes.com 
£35.00pp


